SCOTTISH CIVIC TRUST
A H OW- TO G U I D E

WORKING WITH
YOUNG PEOPLE

This document is intended to provide practical tips to support civic
groups’ work with children and young people.
The guidelines refer specifically to Photography and Heritage study
as activities, but these guidelines could be useful in other contexts.

GET LEARNING
Get to know your target group and continue to learn
about what is going on. Develop your awareness
about young people in your area and what is of
interest to them.
RECRUIT YOUNG PEOPLE
Use local networks and schools to reach young
people. It is important to include a wide range of
participants in projects to develop citizenship and
peer support in young people. Emphasise that
previous experience or being a high achiever is not
a priority when getting involved. Use a number of strategies to
get the word out and most importantly work with teachers and
groups leaders by giving them clear and easy information about your
project.

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
Maintaining your links with adults who work
with schools and youth groups in your area is a
great way to establish working relationships that
are ongoing and fruitful. These contacts will
signpost you to young people who are keen to
get involved and may even support the process
along the way.
GUIDE AND SUPPORT
Be prepared to guide young people
rather than rule them. Listen to
their ideas - they might have great
approaches to projects or for
generating new ways to work.

CREATING THE CONTEXT FOR GOOD BEHAVIOUR
Before commencing with the project, invite members of the group
to agree their own guidelines or rules for everyone involved in the
project. (Everyone is inclusive of teachers, civic group members
and young people.) Strive to support young people by empowering
them to make and be responsible for their decisions.

KNOW YOURSELF
Be guided by your own limits and capacities. Create
projects and activities rooted in your strengths and work
towards building on the successes.
TIME
Be aware that the time you initially set aside for
any work with young people may need to be
doubled! Expect any work with young people to
be labour intensive but rewarding.
EVALUATION
Evaluate your activities as you go to see what
can be improved or built upon for the future.
Which bits worked and which didn’t? Discuss
how the project is going and aim to record this
somehow via short written statements. Try to
collate other bits of information that could be
useful in reviewing your work in the future such
as numbers of participants, age and gender.
MANAGEMENT
• Ensure your work with young people has a clear purpose and is
informed by the values and aims of your group.
• Set realistic aims and goals for the group and your work
together.
• Work towards establishing a Young People’s steering group or
committee to help inform your wider work as well as the work
you’re doing with young people directly.

CHILD PROTECTION
Working with established groups and with schools is encouraged
and following guidelines set out by the National Care Standards, we
recommend that you make provision for at least one adult present
for every 8 children over the age of 5. This may not be relevant if
you are working under the guidance of a partner organisation.
All adults in positions working with children and young people
should also be fully vetted via Disclosure Scotland. It’s important to
ensure that this occurs prior to starting work. It is an offence for
a person who is on the Disqualified from Working with Children
List to work in a child care position either paid or unpaid, so it is
pertinent start the process as soon as is possible.
Don’t be daunted! The Central Registered Body in Scotland (CRBS)
offer support for voluntary societies and groups going through this
process and publish a list of trusted partners who can help with the
process of administrating applications. Volunteers do not need to
pay for their Disclosures.
See the links at the end of this document for advice on how to get
certificated from Disclosure Scotland.
IN SUMMARY
• Consider the best interests of the child or young person as the
principle consideration
• Treat all children and young people with respect
• Work with children to establish a set of rules and guidelines for
everyone to follow
• Be sensitive when establishing the needs of a child and work to
ensure equality and fairness are central to your behaviour
• Use appropriate materials and language
• Provide opportunities for the views of children to be
represented especially on matters that affect them directly.
Involve children in key decisions where appropriate and possible.

CREATIVE IDEAS
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
Select and show a range of
photographs in a local venue
or school along with short
written statements by the young
participants about the content,
ideas or history. Strive to show at
least one image per participant and
be fair when making presentation
decisions. Remember to give
around two weeks notice to your
community about the exhibition
and if possible mark the opening of
the exhibition with a short event
with some simple refreshments
and a short speech.

WALKING TOUR
Led by a member of your civic
group, write and lead a short
guided walking tour. A walking
tour can offer a simple pathway to
becoming familiar with buildings
and local heritage. Develop ways
to encourage discussion or debate
through simple activities such as a
Treasure Hunt.

ILLUSTRATED TALK FOR
TEACHERS AND YOUTH
LEADERS
Create a short illustrated lecture
around local heritage, buildings and
places. Create the talk specifically
for teachers and youth leaders
to encourage participation in My
Place Photography Project or
Competition.

PHOTOGRAPHY TREASURE
HUNT
Create a Treasure Hunt
Photography trail. You can create
a theme for your participants
such as ‘Snap 5 Old and 5 New
Buildings’ or by citing specific
landmarks and buildings to snap
along a familiar route.

This document was produced as part of the Scottish Civic Trust
My Place Photography Project, which focuses on providing
opportunities for young people to gain a better knowledge of their
local buildings, places and spaces through photography. The project
aims to make connections between civic groups and local schools to
strengthen intergenerational links and share key local knowledge. For
more information about the project, and to find out how your civic
group could get involved, visit www.scottishcivictrust.org.uk and
click on My Place Photography.

SOME USEFUL LINKS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE SCOTLAND
http://www.disclosurescotland.co.uk/pvg/pvg_index.html
CENTRAL REGISTERED BODY IN SCOTLAND
Offering free Disclosures for Volunteers
http://www.crbs.org.uk/
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT
Working with Hard to Reach Young People
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2007/12/06145646/0
CREATIVE SCOTLAND
For further information on Child protection including guidance and
useful links go to Creative Scotland to download ‘Creating Safety’ child
protection guidelines for Scotland’s arts, screen and creative industries.
http://www.creativescotland.co.uk/resources/our-publications/
creating-safety
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